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Reduction of Unnecessary 

Incarnations 

The mere effect of Marijuana reclassification would allow the people of 

the United States of America to flourish without fear of persecution. 

UNITING THE COUNTRY AND FAMILIES IN 
FORGIVENESS 

 

The fear of using a plant for personal use will become an advantage 

for each individual to access and maintain under the similar statutes as 

tobacco. Allowing families and friends to come together again, beyond 

the fear of persecution and arrest for being in the company of a US 

citizen with a preference for its positive effects and energy. 

“ Energy being given to prosecute hundreds of 

thousands of Americans who are caught with a few 

ounces of marijuana in their jeans simply makes no 

sense - the kindest way to put it. A sterner way to put 

it is that it is an outrage, an imposition on basic civil 

liberties and on the reasonable expenditure of social 

energy.” - William F. Buckley 

 

After the decriminalization of marijuana, the positive effects within the 

general public will be overwhelmingly celebrated and honored in a 

timeless change of American Politics. Even the minor perception of 

negative effects will become just another opportunity for a soco-

economic change and growth for a new standard of healthcare and 

living in the pursuit of happiness within our American Liberties. 
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INCREASE IN ECONOMIC 

OPPORTUNITY  
The amount of economic opportunities for the people who struggle 

every day, would give the working class a margin of financial stability. 

The freedom to possess, grow, and distribute marijuana under the 

same taxation process as any other agricultural asset, such as 

tobacco, also gives the hardest working families a cash crop for new 

industries of green energy. The rising majority of Americans who use 

and approve of the plant within family and social atmospheres has 

increased well over 50% of Americans in our country today. Even after 

Marijuana reform, the need for medical quality marijuana will still be a 

necessary component of the healthcare industry. The amount of 

industries that will have a new opportunity to use the plant for new 

products and services is so astonishing to even begin to list. Our 

country deserves the opportunity to expand the market with a simple 

and cohesive solution, such as, marijuana. 

The time for a change in American living standards and the means at 

which the average American can choose a preference in healthcare is 

now. 
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